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lunchtime headlines Monday - Friday plus breaking news alerts, by email Update newsletter
preferences An inquiry into the Grenfell Tower fire has said that the London Fire Brigade’s

“operational culture” was a contributory factor in the tragedy. It also ruled that the four men who
died in the blaze on June 14 did not receive adequate life-saving treatment after they were trapped
in a flat, a major step forward in the inquiry’s investigation into the disaster. In the two-part report,

published on Thursday, the Grenfell inquiry heard that all four victims — Mo Marley, 19, and his
brother Sean, 22; Razwan “Raz” Khan, 40, and his brother-in-law Abdul Shukut, 52 — died despite
the London Fire Brigade (LFB) responding to a 999 call for help at around 11.20am on June 14. The
report states: “The LFB waited until fire crews had located the group of people trapped on the fifth

floor of the building, where they had been unable to unlock the door of the flat, for a period of
between one and two hours. The available evidence indicates this delay was justified.” The Inquiry
team found that four firefighters began to work to rescue the four people at 1.45pm. “However, the
four rescuers entered the building and were trapped with the residents on the fifth floor some two
hours and 16 minutes later, around 4.20pm.” The inquiry heard that, despite efforts, the group of

residents and firefighters were trapped in the flat for the next half-hour, during which the
inexperienced firefighters managed to lay down enough emergency lighting to illuminate the fire.

However, the report added that most of the remaining light was only dim and “desaturated” by the
“intense” flames and heat. The report said c6a93da74d
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